Version 1.1 of the Hyper Text Transfer Protocol (HTTP) was principally developed as a means for reducing both document transfer latency and network traffic. The rationale for the performance enhancements in HTTP/1.1 is based on the assumption that the network is the bottleneck in Web transactions. In practice, however, the Web server can be the primary source of document transfer latency. In this paper, we characterize and compare the performance of HTTP/1.0 and HTTP/1.1 in terms of throughput at the server and transfer latency at the client. We examine how bottlenecks in the network, CPU, and in the disk system affect the relative performance of HTTP/1.0 versus HTTP/1.1. We show that the network demands under HTTP/1.1 are somewhat lower than HTTP/1.0, and we quantify those differences in terms of packets transferred, server congestion window size and data bytes per packet. We show that when the CPU is the bottleneck, there is relatively little difference in performance between HTTP/1.0 and HTTP/1.1. Surprisingly, we show that when the disk system is the bottleneck, performance using HTTP/1.1 can be much worse than with HTTP/1.0.
Version 1.1 of the Hyper Text Transfer Protocol (HTTP) was principally developed as a means for reducing both document transfer latency and network traffic. The rationale for the performance enhancements in HTTP/1.1 is based on the assumption that the network is the bottleneck in Web transactions. In practice, however, the Web server can be the primary source of document transfer latency. In this paper, we characterize and compare the performance of HTTP/1.0 and HTTP/1.1 in terms of throughput at the server and transfer latency at the client. We examine how bottlenecks in the network, CPU, and in the disk system affect the relative performance of HTTP/1.0 versus HTTP/1.1. We show that the network demands under HTTP/1.1 are somewhat lower than HTTP/1.0, and we quantify those differences in terms of packets transferred, server congestion window size and data bytes per packet. We show that when the CPU is the bottleneck, there is relatively little difference in performance between HTTP/1.0 and HTTP/1.1. Surprisingly, we show that when the disk system is the bottleneck, performance using HTTP/1.1 can be much worse than with HTTP/1.0.
Based on these observations, we suggest a connection management policy for HTTP/1.1 that can improve throughput, decrease latency, and keep network trafllc low when the disk system is the bottleneck.
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to republish, to post on servers or to redisti,ibute to 11sts. reqwes pnor specific permission and/or a fee. SIGMETRICS '99 5/99 Atlanta, Georgia. USA 0 1999 ACM 1.58113.093.X/99/0004.,.$5.00 1 Introduction A source of ongoing frustration for users of the World Wide Web is the latency associated with data retrieval. Beyond a client's immediate connection to the Internet (which, in the case of slow modem users, can be the primary source of latency) there are essentially two possible sources of latency: the network and the server. Bottlenecks in the network exist due to congestion and/or limited bandwidth links along the path from client to server. Bottlenecks at the server occur when the server is heavily utilized either in the CPU or the disk system. When developing methods for improving performance in the Web, it is important to consider any potential solution from the perspectives of the client, network and server.
Initial work on improving Web performance focused on delays in the network as the principal source of latency for Web clients [25, 301. Based on this premise, these studies proposed a number of enhancements to HTTP that decrease latency by reducing the number of network round trips required to transfer Web objects during a browsing session (A Web object consists of an HTML file along with all the files that are embedded in it by reference, and a browsing session is a period during which Web objects are transferred with intervening idle periods (OFF times).). We consider the effects of two of these enhancements: the use of persistent connections and pipelining.
A persistent connection is a single TCP connection that is used to transfer all files during a browsing session. Pipelining allows a collection of requests to be sent to a server without waiting for a response between requests, and allows the server to respond with a minimum number of data packets. These enhancements, along with others, paved the way for the HTTP/1.1 specification which was proposed as an IETF standard in 1997 [13] .
Initial evaluation of HTTP/1.1 indicated that un-der certain conditions it can reduce both client latency and network traffic [14] . However, the enhancements in HTTP/1.1 come at a cost. Because connections are persistent, servers must typically manage a much larger number of open connections. The work in [25] points out that requiring the server to manage many open connections could increase its processing and memory load. In general, however, a comprehensive understanding of the implications of the new features in HTTP/1.1 for servers has not been available. In particular, the effects of bottlenecks other than the network on HTTP performance have only recently begun to be studied [6] . Our study compares the impacts of using HTTP/1.0 and HTTP/1.1 when the server CPU or server disk is the bottleneck resource in the system. We also analyze in detail the network demands of each protocol. We run tests using two popular Web servers: Apache ~1.3.0 running on Linux and Internet Information Server (IIS) ~4.0 running on Windows NT. We use the SURGE [7] workload generator to create realistic Web workloads in a local area network environment. We analyze Web system performance by measuring throughput at the server and file latency at the client. We take detailed measurements of server subsystem (CPU, memory, disk, network) performance in order to determine where bottlenecks occur and to understand their effects. We use packet traces to analyze the network impact of our tests.
In order to use SURGE in this project, a number of enhancements to support HTTP/1.1 were added. Persistent connections and pipelining were added to the request generator per RFC 2068 [13] . The distributional model for file sizes was extended and a distributional model for the number of files requested during a browsing session was added. Details about the extensions to SURGE are given in Section 3.
We exercise each server using a range of workloads that enable us to drive the server to overload and thereby expose system bottlenecks. Our results indicate that:
1. When the server is not the bottleneck, the network demands of HTTP/1.1 are somewhat lower than those of HTTP/1.0 in our LAN test configuration. Our results suggest that in a WAN environment, these differences could be significant.
2. When the server CPU is the bottleneck resource, there is no significant difference in performance between HTTP/1.0 and HTTP/1.1.
3. When memory on the server is limited and the disk system becomes the bottleneck resource, HTTP/1.1 performs significantly worse than HTTP/1.0.
The insight gained in our experiments lead us to conclude that there is a gradient along which Web performance must be considered. If a server is not heavily loaded or if the CPU or the network is the bottleneck, the features in HTTP/1.1 are desirable due to reduction in packet traffic. However, if a server's disk system is the bottleneck, the persistent connections that HTTP/1.1 maintains between Web object transfers cause severe degradation in server throughput. Based on this observation, we propose and evaluate a connection management policy for HTTP/1.1 in which clients proactively close connections after a Web object has been transferred.
This simple policy greatly improves server throughput when the disk system is the bottleneck and still reduces overall packet traffic versus HTTP/1.0. HTTP/1.0 file requests are made sequentially: a request is sent to the server, the response is read by the client and then the next request is sent. Pipelining in HTTP/1.1 enables both the client and the server to avoid sending under-full packets by placing as much data (either requests or responses) as possible into each packet and placing separator strings between distinct files within a packet. Pipelining has the effect of reducing the number of request and response packets, thus reducing the number of network round trips required to complete a Web request/response transaction. Nielsen et al. [14] show results indicating that pipelining is necessary in order to significantly reduce latency when using HTTP/1.1.
A number of studies have analyzed the performance aspects of HTTP. In particular, [lo] compares the performance of HTTP/1.0 versus HTTP/1.1 on a high latency wireless network and finds that there can be a significant benefits in HTTP/1.1.
In [19] , Liu and Edwards show that over one quarter of the transaction time in HTTP/1.0 is spent in TCP handshaking before any data flows.
2.2
Server Performance
Investigations of Web server performance can be divided into two categories: those which examine servers under actual use and those which examine servers using synthetic load generators. Measurements of servers under actual use are important not only for understanding how servers perform and for diagnosing their problems, but also for comparison with loads generated synthetically. Measurements of server performance using synthetic workloads suffer from the fact that they are an abstraction of actual use. However, these studies are useful for demonstrating server performance over a range of loads in a controlled fashion which is not possible in real use studies. A number of studies have characterized Web server performance using synthetically generated loads [7, 2, 5, 6, 23, 311 . These studies have pointed out that system bottlenecks can occur in a variety of places.
A number of studies have also characterized server activity under actual use conditions [26, 18, 4, 22, 31 (in [20] there is an analysis of Web proxy logs, which are also relevant). The studies of actual use have focused primarily on server log analysis and have documented a wide variety of use characteristics. However the amount of performance data in these studies is limited. Because of the variability of real world studies and lack of reproducibility, controlled laboratory studies using synthetic workloads are necessary.
Web server performance studies using synthetic workloads have provided some key insights to system bottlenecks. In particular the work in [2] points out the overhead of lingering TCP connections in HTTP/1.0. They also show that for the workloads they consider, the server's CPU is typically the bottleneck. The work in [6] goes the furthest in exploring the details of a server under heavily loaded conditions. Through kernel profiling Banga and Mogul find inefficiencies in the select and ufalloc system calls in Digital's UNIX. Improvements in the implementations of these calls lead to significant improvements in overall performance. Their experiments were specifically designed to explore the issue of open TCP connections and their solution is at the kernel level.
2.3
Workload Generation
The task of generating workloads to test Web servers is non-trivial and has been studied intensely for a number of years [23] . Many tools have been developed which generate synthetic workloads [12, 5, 11, 29, 34, 35, 11 . All of these tools are essentially based on the WebStone model. This model makes repeated requests either at a very uniform rate, or as fast as the client system(s) can, for some set of files. At the time of writing, none of these tools were able to generate HTTP/1.1 compliant requests. Another model for workload generators are those which replay log traces [36, 281. A hybrid of these models is the tool developed in [21] . This tool generates synthetic requests based on a statistical sampling of data from a specific server trace. While all these tools are useful for some kinds of server testing, the ideal is to measure server performance under loads which are as realistic as possible.
Experimental Design
The SURGE [7] workload generator is used in this project. Workloads in SURGE are based on the notion of u.ser equivalents. A user equivalent (UE) is approximately the load that a single user would place on a Web server. Loads are varied in experiments using SURGE by varying the number of UE's. SURGE is based on a set of seven distinct statistical models of Web user behavior necessary to fully exercise all aspects of a Web server. These includes models for: file sizes, request sizes, document popularity, temporal locality, embedded reference count, OFF times, and session lengths. The file size model was enhanced for this study in order to model Web objects more accurately. The enhancement consisted of separating the files into three categories: base files, embedded files and single files. Base files refer to HTML files which contain embedded files. Embedded files refer to files which are referenced by base files. Single files are files which are neither base nor embedded. A session length model was added so that persistent connections could be investigated. A session refers to the number of page requests a client will make before it closes a persistent connection. The model we used was proposed in [16] . The nature of the distributional models in SURGE are one reason why our results differ from some previously reported results. In particular, our model for object sizes is significantly different from the model used in [14] . The basic configuration parameters used in SURGE were the same as those used in
[71* Our experiments were conducted in an environment consisting of three PC's connected via a 1OOMbps net-work. This was a stand alone local area network with no intervening external traffic. The PC's were configured with 200Mhz Pentium Pro CPU's with 128MB of RAM on the two SURGE client systems and between 32MB and 256MB of RAM on the server system. The SURGE client systems ran Linux 2.0.30. The server ran either Apache ~1.3.0 on Linux 2.0.30, or Microsoft IIS ~4.0 Windows NT Server 4.0. These servers were selected because of their popularity [27] and because they are based on a different implementation models. Apache creates a separate process for each HTTP connection, while IIS uses a lighter weight threaded model which requires less system resources for each HTTP connection. The configurations for each of the servers were taken from [24] and [15] .
We measured the average throughput on the server system in terms of HTTP GET operations initiated per second. On the SURGE client systems we measured the average latency for each HTTP GET. Detailed performance measurements of the servers were taken using Webmonitor (under Linux) [2] , and PerfMon (under NT) with samples taken once per second during tests. When packet traces were taken, tcpdump [33] was run on the client systems.
Each experiment exercised the server over a range of loads between 20 and 640 UE's. The heavy load test levels were able to push the server into an overload state. Each experiment was run for ten minutes which was a sufficient amount of time to stabilize the subsequent measurements. SURGE was configured with 2000 unique files, resulting in about 50MB of data on the server. Tabular results in Section 4 are given for low (40 UE) and high (520 UE) load levels; medium load level results are given in [S] .
Experiments were divided into three groups. The first set measures and compares the details of the network effects of each protocol using TCP packet traces. It is important to note that the development of HTTP/1.1 was based on the assumption of delays in a wide area network. In that environment, round trip times between clients and server can be long (hundreds of milliseconds).
Our tests were run in a local area environment which means that file transfer times and connection durations tend to be much shorter on average.
The second set of experiments compares the performance of HTTP/1.0 and HTTP/1.1 when the server's CPU is the bottleneck. We increased the amount of memory on the server by powers of two until the measured performance did not change. Once this threshold size was determined, we took detailed system performance measurements using Webmonitor and Perfmon to verify that the CPU was the system bottleneck. The list of system characteristics which were tracked are given in The third set of experiments was designed to explore the performance differences between HTTP/1.0 and HTTP/1.1 when the disk system was the bottleneck resource on the server. To create a bottleneck at the disk, it suffices to reduce the amount of RAM available. This forces paging under heavy load since not all data files can be cached in main memory. In these experiments, we measure the latency and throughput for both Apache and IIS when memory size ranges between 32MB and 256MB. In each case the server is driven to overload.
Experimental Results

Network Performance
Our first set of experiments compares the network demands of HTTP/1.0 and HTTP/1.1.
In order to understand the effects of both persistent connections and pipelining we capture traces of all packets transferred during tests. The network effects of persistent connections and pipelining can be expressed in terms of their impact on the quantity of each type of packet (SYN, FIN, ACK, DATA) sent during the test. Figure 1 shows the relative differences under three different client loads. The figure shows that there is a significant reduction in the number of SYN, FIN and ACK packets between HTTP/1.0 and HTTP/1.1 reflecting the benefit of persistent connections. However, the figure also shows that there is only a small change in the number of DATA packets transferred during tests. This is important because SYN, FIN and ACK packets are typically small in size when compared to DATA packets thus the total byte traffic is not greatly affected by the change in protocol. This is shown quantitatively in the first four rows of Table 2 .
Evaluation of the effects of pipelining can also be seen in Table 2 . The last row in the table shows that the average number of data bytes per packet remains Figure 1 : Counts of the total number of packets transferred of each type for 40 UE load (left) and 520 UE load (right) in Apache ~1.3.0 and 128MB relatively constant across loads and protocols, indicating that there is no significant impact due to pipelining. This result differs from results reported by Nielsen et al. [14] . This difference is due to the distributional model for Web object sizes used in our experiments. Object sizes in our study are based on an empirically derived model with a mean of 3.3 files per object and a median of 1.0 file per object. The object transferred in the Nielsen et al. study was composed of 43 files. We consider this size to be much larger than what is seen in typical Web objects. A similar observation is made in [19] .
As we show in the next section, there is very little performance difference between HTTP/1.0 and HTTP/1.1 in the absence of a bottleneck in the disk. However, these results may be due to the use of a LAN for testing. Performance in a WAN would be strongly affected by the value of the server's congestion window' [17] . For this reason, we examined how the TCP congestion window (CWND) size differed between the two protocols. In the absence of congestion in the network, persistent connections should enable the server to avoid TCP slow start for successive file transfers by keeping CWND large. This means that HTTP/1.1 should be more efficient in using available network bandwidth. In the presence of congestion in the network, persistent connections should more consistently keep CWND in its congestion avoidance mode. This means HTTP/1.1 should be more efficient when network bandwidth is limited as well.
We tracked the CWND size with an instrumented version of Linux 2.0.30. The modifications of Linux simply made the CWND size for each active TCP connection available for sampling. The mean (per second) and maximum CWND sizes under low and high client ' CWND will grow in either mode until a packet loss is detected.
When a packet is lost, CWND size is dramatically reduced in order to ease network congestion. Table 2 . The table shows that the CWND size is much larger on average in HTTP/1.1 which should have a beneficial effect on latency reduction in the wide area. In the switched 1OOMbps local area environment in which the tests are run, there is no packet loss due to congestion. Thus, CWND will typically grow exponentially through the slow start threshold and then grow linearly until the connection is closed.
The distribution of CWND sizes under each protocol and load level can be seen in the cumulative distribution function (CDF) plots in Figure 2 . The plots illustrate that there is relatively little difference between pipelined and non-pipelined HTTP/1.1 but a significant difference between HTTP/l.0 and HTTP/1.1. The plots show that under heavy load, nearly 80% of all HTTP/1.0 connections have a CWND size of 1 or 2 which means that most of the connections have just opened and have not yet gone through slow start. The plots also show that over 50% of the HTTP/1.1 have a CWND size above 7 indicating that in a WAN, much higher average transfer rates should be achievable under HTTP/1.1.
CPU Constrained Performance
In this section we examine the case in which the CPU is the bottleneck in the system's performance. We ran performance tests with the server configured with sufficient RAM to contain the Web server, operating system and all data files in main memory. Our test file set consists of approximately 50MB of data; Apache on Linux 2.0.30 uses approximately 14MB while IIS on NT 4.0 uses approximately 30MB. The server for this set of experiments was configured with 128MB of memory. Performance monitoring data gives us better insight into the details of system utilization in this configuration. The performance monitors enable us to track the low level system components on the servers that are listed in Table 1 . The results of the detailed system performance measurements for Apache and IIS are given in Tables 3 and 4 test. This gives a clearer picture of the steady state operation of the server under each of the loads. The disk activity data shows that there is virtually no paging taking place during tests (except for writing, which is due to server log file generation) indicating that the disk system is not the bottleneck during tests. The network activity data shows a mean transfer rate of approximately 22Mbps for Apache and 25Mbps for IIS. These are well below the 1OOMbps capacity of the network indicating that the network is not a significant bottleneck during tests. Furthermore, the very low CPU percent idle times indicate that the CPU is the limiting resource under the 520 UE load. For loads above 520 UE's CPU idle times reduce even further. Performance results are shown over a range of client loads in Figure 3 for Apache and Figure 4 for IIS. The graphs indicate that for the Apache server, per- formance does not vary greatly between HTTP/l.0 and HTTP/1.1, and that for the IIS server, performance under HTTP/1.1 is only slightly better than under HTTP/1.0. These results show that the new features added to HTTP/1.1 do not significantly reduce the server's CPU processing load per byte transferred.
Disk Constrained Performance
As the amount of RAM on the server is reduced to a level where paging of data files becomes necessary, the disk system becomes the bottleneck in the system. The Figures 5  and 6 . The graphs show that performance degrades dramatically when memory on the server is limited. While this by itself may not be surprising, what is particularly interesting is that the degradation of performance is much more pronounced under HTTP/1.1 than under HTTP/1.0. The effects on latency for the same experiments are given in [8].
Memory Use and TCP Connections
The differences in performance between HTTP/1.0 and HTTP/1.1 when the disk system is the constraining resource can be understood through more detailed measurements of memory use. We measured the amount of memory used and the number of TCP connections in the ESTABLISHED state1 for HTTP/1.0 and HTTP/1.1 on Apache under a range of low loads. (We attempted to take the same measurement for IIS however, due to NT's methods of memory allocation, this was not possible.) We fit a least squares line to the points to determine the per connection memory use. The results on the left side of Figure 7 show the per connection memory cost under HTTP/1.0 to be approximately 378KB, while the plot on the right side of of Figure 7 shows the per connection memory cost under HTTP/1.1 to be about 81KB. These figures indicate that the memory needed by a connection in Apache is large; for an active connection (i.e., an HTTP/1.0 connection) the memory demand is four times higher than for a mostly-idle connection (i.e., an HTTP/1.1 connection). A case is made in [25] that a risk of HTTP/1.0 is that the number of connections in the TIME-WAIT state can become large and consume additional server resources. This has been addressed in Apache 1.3 through the use of lingering close which, in the absence of errors, virtually eliminates connections in the TIME-WAIT state.
IA TCP connection is in the ESTABLISHED state after the three way packet exchange which sets up a connection has been completed and before a connection has been closed. Data can be transferred in either direction when a connection is in the ESTABLISHED state. These results are significant because when main memory is full, creating a new HTTP connection will require that data files be paged from memory; subsequent requests for these files will no longer hit in the cache and will require disk I/O. The mean file size for our data set was 26KB, and the median was 3KB. In the case of HTTP/1.1, this means that when memory is full, about 3 files on average must be paged out of memory in order to accommodate a new connectionand in the common case (files of median size or less), 25 files or more may be evicted in order to create a new connection.
While these results show that Apache uses a large amount of memory per connection, obtaining corresponding results for the IIS server is more difficult (because precise memory allocation measurements in Windows NT are hard to obtain from the Perfmon tool). However, our initial investigations indicate that IIS uses less memory per connection, perhaps because of its thread-based implementation. This helps to explain why the performance degradation under HTTP/1.1 as compared to HTTP/1.0 is less pronounced in the IIS server ( Figure 6 ).
Since connection effects are so important, we measured the number of TCP connections made under each protocol. Table 5 shows these measurements under three different load levels. The second line in the table shows the mean number of TCP connections in the ESTABLISHED state. This shows that there are many more TCP connections made in HTTP/1.0 but that they are very short lived on average. The third line in the table, average connection duration, highlights the effect of persistent connections. Connection duration for HTTP/1.0 is simply the average file transfer latency, but connection duration for HTTP/1.1 includes both file transfer latency and idle ("OFF") periods. The 
HTTP/1.1 Connection Management
Analysis of the low utilization of most connections under HTTP/1.1 leads us to conclude that when a server is constrained by its disk system, the relative benefit of keeping connections open across successive Web object transfers is much smaller than the benefit of keeping the connection open during the transfer of a single object. Thus, an effective policy for managing connections may be to keep the persistent, pipelined connection open for the transfer of a Web object but to close the connection after each web object transfer. This enhancement is similar to the GETALL construct proposed in [30] . GETALL is a request sent by the client in which the server responds by sending an entire Web object. In our policy, the client simply closes the connection after each GETALL. We call this policy early close.
If we consider that there are F files per object and N objects requested during a browsing session to a single server, then the effects of each protocol are as follows: We expect that HTTP/1.1 with early close should perform somewhere between HTTP/1.0 and standard HTTP/1.1 in terms of server throughput and network efficiency. The performance results of HTTP/1.1 with early close can be seen in Figures 8 and 9 for Apache under 32MB and 128MB memory configurations. In our tests, the clients have knowledge of Web object configurations and close connections after requesting the final file in an object. The figures show that HTTP/1.1 with early close actually performs as well as HTTP/1.0 in terms of throughput in either configuration and much better than standard HTTP/1.1 in the disk constrained test.
The drawback of HTTP/1.1 with early close is that closing connections between Web object transfers will increase network traffic due to the extra connection startups. Details of the impact of HTTP/1.1 with early close on the network are given in Table 6 . From this we can see that HTTP/1.1 with early close roughly falls in between HTTP/1.0 and standard HTTP/1.1 in terms of total connections opened during tests and that only 17% more packets are transferred versus standard HTTP/ 1.1. Details of the counts for each type of packet are compared in Figure 10 . This figure again shows that HTTP/1.1 with early close falls roughly between HTTP/1.0 and standard HTTP/1.1 as expected. In this paper we have measured and compared the relative performance impact of HTTP/1.0 and HTTP/1.1 in terms of both transfer latency and file throughput for two popular Web servers. We conducted our experiments in a LAN using the SURGE workload generator. We measured the network demands of each protocol by taking packet traces during tests, and used detailed performance monitoring to understand the the server demands. Our study is limited to performance effects that occur in a LAN in which round trip times are short and packet loss is rare. For that reason we do not observe some performance improvements of HTTP/1.1 that would occur in a wide area network setting. However, we do measure quantities such as the server congestion window that help us infer how HTTP/1.1 performs in a wide area setting.
Our measurements confirm and quantify the degree to which HTTP/1.1 reduces network load compared to HTTP/1.0. We show that the persistent connection feature of HTTP/1.1 lowers the number of SYN, FIN and ACK packets transferred significantly.
Our measurements of server congestion window size indicate that HTTP/1.1 should enable more efficient utilization of network bandwidth in the wide area. On the other hand, our measurements of the number of data packets transferred and the number of data bytes per packet indicate that the pipelining feature of HTTP/1.1 has very little impact on the network. Our measurements indicate that pipelining does not significantly reduce file transfer latency which differs from previously reported results in [14] . This difference can be traced to the shorter round trip times in a LAN environment and the smaller Web object size used in our study.
We show that there is relatively little difference in performance between HTTP/1.0 and HTTP/1.1 when the CPU is the bottleneck in the system. These results show that the new features added to HTTP/1.1 do not significantly reduce the server's CPU processing load per byte transferred.
We conducted experiments in which we forced the disk system to become the bottleneck. We find that when there is insufficient RAM to accommodate the entire data file set, that performance using HTTP/1.1 can be much worse than HTTP/1.0. This is because when using persistent connections, there are many more open connections on average on the server. We show that per connection memory cost can be as high as 81KB per connection on Apache ~1.3.0 which means that paging is more likely to occur in HTTP/1.1 when memory is limited. We show that multiple connections per client causes server throughput to degrade compared to a single connection per client. Our observation of the underutilization of persistent connections in HTTP/1.1 leads us to propose a connection management policy. This policy, which we call early close, closes connections at the end of a Web object transfer. The intention of early close is to increase server throughput, while maintaining the beneficial network effects of persistent connections, when the disk system is the bottleneck.
We measure the effect of the early close policy by having clients close their HTTP connections after the transfer of each Web object. Our measurements show that early close generates approximately 17% more network packet traffic than standard HTTP/1.1. However, our measurements show that when the disk system is the bottleneck, server throughput is greatly increased by using early close.
